


ASLEC 4
Length: 48.00 metres (157' 6")
Beam: 9.20 metres (30' 2")
Draft: 2.60 metres (8' 6")
Number of crew: 9
Built: 2012
Refit: 2021
Builder: Rossinavi
Naval architect: Tommaso Spadolini & Remi Tessier
Flag: Italian
Hull construction: Steel
Hull configuration: Displacement
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, Stabilisers at anchor, Stabilisers
underway, WiFi connection on board

A wonderful 48 metre vessel launched by Italian Rossi Navi in
2012. Aslec 4 emphasises today's priorities of the yachting
industry: environmental respect, being economical and efficient
without being unnecessarily bulky. She is truly smooth and
voluminous, that is one of her main assets. This sense of space
instantly becomes apparent upon boarding, where an
impressively sized, 70sq metre aft deck welcomes guests
aboard.
Inside, a light and fresh interior, designed by Rémi Tessier
Design. Aslec 4 accommodates 10 guests in 5 luxury suites,
with the master suite, 2 double suites and two twins, the latter
each with an extra pullman (suitable for small children). In

addition to the principle essences, many additional details
were conceived with carbon fiber, precious black chrome and
gold foil that adorn a large portion of the ceilings and the
walls. A perfect synthesis between refined luxury and
contemporary allure. Considerable attention was also given to
on-board entertainment, with an extremely easy to use audio-
video system with global control. The Kaleidescape System for
on-demand entertainment, Lutron for managing the domotics
and the Apple system with integrated AirPlay for complete
audio control. Upstairs, the sun deck perfectly completes Aslec
4's range of luxury amenities, true to form with a large deck
space with a large Jacuzzi as the main ingredient.



KEY FEATURES

1 High performance yacht with Rossi Navi engineering &
design

2 Large deck space with a large Jacuzzi

3 Kleindescape Movie system

4 70sq metre aft deck



ASLEC 4 cruising

Aslec 4 Profile



ASLEC 4 Deck Jacuzzi





Aslec 4 Detail



Aslec 4 Master suite



Aslec 4 Vip suite

Aslec 4 Double



Aslec 4 Twin cabin 1



Aslec 4 Twin cabin 2

ASLEC 4 watertoys
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SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of cabins: 5
Cabin configuration: 3 Double, 2 Twin
Bed configuration: 1 Pullman, 2 King, 2 Queen, 4 Single
Number of guests: 10

EQUIPMENT
Engines: Caterpillar 1300 HP x 2
Cruising speed: 13
Fuel consumption: 250 lt / hr @ 12.5 kn Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Jet Tender 6 Meter Wiliams for 9 person
Jet Tender 4 Meter
Jet ski
2 seabob
2 x Jobe wakeboards
Water Ski equipment
Snorkeling equipment
3 Rigid Kayak
1 Inflantable Kayak for 2 person
Fishing Equipment
Jetsurf Ultrasport



LAYOUT



Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.


